Major Publications

A *Genetically Modified Liability Insurance Contract*, uses "genetic programming" and other mathematical techniques to show how insurers and courts could construct a better liability insurance contract by paying greater attention to statistical characteristics of lawsuits that befall the insured and by constructing a somewhat more complex duty to settle. (publication expected early 2008 in the Connecticut Insurance Law Journal)


*Restricted Non-Cooperative Games*, in 4488 Lecture Notes in Computer Science 170 (Yong Shi, et. al. eds., 2007) (7th International Conference in Computational Science, Beijing)


*Foreword, Children's Health: A Time for Optimism?*, 1 Hous. J. Health L. & Pol'y 1 (2001) (coauthored with Mary Anne Bobinski)


Reconsidering The Duty to Settle, 42 Drake L. Rev. 741 (1993)


‡ Work in Progress
The Network Structure of the Law, a lengthy monograph that will combine network theory and Mathematica code to analyze various legal networks including the Uniform Commercial Code, the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG), and the entire corpus of Supreme Court jurisprudence, as well as chapters on the creation of synthetic legal networks and network theory.

Other Publications And Speaking Engagements
Legal Publications
A Category 5 Mistake if We Expand Windstorm Coverage, Houston Chronicle, August 28, 2006
Court Finds ERISA Bar To Maryland Effort To Force Large Employers to Provide Limited Health Insurance (August 2006) <http://www.law.uh.edu/healthlawperspectives/(SC)-MDERISA.pdf>

Texas Medical Malpractice Reform: Introduction, Health Law News (November 2005)


High Deductible Health Plans: The Limits of Analytic Economics (June 2005) (Poster presented to the American Society of Law, Medicine & Ethics Health Law Teachers' Conference)


Court: Insurers Must Be Even Clearer In Explaining Retroactive Dates in Group Medical Malpractice Policies (August 2004) http://www.law.uh.edu/healthlawperspectives/(SC)Presidentv-Jenkins2.pdf

New Jersey Supreme Court Restricts Use of Contract in Determining Disposition of Frozen Preembryos (August 2001) <http://www.law.uh.edu/healthlawperspectives/reproductive/010827-NewJersey.html>


The Texas-Aetna Settlement: A Significant Experiment in Managed Care Reform, Health Law Perspectives (May 2000) <http://www.law.uh.edu/healthlawperspectives/Managed/000503Texas-Aetna.html>

Massachusetts Court Diminished Role for Contract in Reproductive Decision, Health Law Perspectives (April 2000) <http://www.law.uh.edu/healthlawperspectives/Reproductive/20000412-


Policing the Insurance Industry: Did Congress Give Away Its Power in 1945?, 3 Supreme Court Preview 156 (Nov. 20, 1998)

Eleventh Circuit Finds No Antitrust Violation in "Preferred Provider” Arrangement by Hospitals, Health Law Perspectives (March 1998)<http://www.law.uh.edu/healthlawperspectives/Managed/980325Antitrust.html>


Comment, Faculty Roundtable, 11 The Briefcase No. 3 (1992)

Maryland Court Rejects Insured Versus Insured Exclusion, ABA Class Actions & Derivative Suits (1990)

· Science Publications